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Data Mining Based Outlier Cluster Detection 

Algorithm 

Abstract—Outlier detection has been engaged and 
considered field as of late. Exception recognition is a significant 
information mining movement with various applications, 
including MasterCard misrepresentation location, disclosure of 
crimes in electronic trade, video reconnaissance, climate 
forecast, and pharmaceutical re-search. The assignment of 
anomaly recognition is to distinguish the information objects 
from heaps of all objects. Outlier mining normally utilized in 
different fields. The vast majority of the strategies gives more 
regard for distinguish information objects from worldwide view 
which is in suitable for multidimensional information sets. 
According to technology, outlier recognition will be troublesome 
by utilizing conventional arrangements. In this, we are utilizing 
two calculations, for example, ODA and LOF. ODA used to 
locate the mean or exceptions from multi-dimensional 
informational indexes. LOF used to discover the likelihood of 
that anomalies utilizing thickness based calculations. Exception 
location is a significant undertaking in information mining. 
Nearby anomalies contrasting with their nearby neighborhood 
rather than worldwide information. Anomaly discovery is an 
essential assignment in information mining. Nearby exceptions 
contrasting with their neighborhood close articles rather than 
worldwide information dissemination. The procedure segmented 
into two phases, online and disconnected. Small scale groups are 
made in online stage and last bunches are produced in 
disconnected stage. Exception location is a significant 
assignment in information mining. Nearby exceptions 
contrasting with their neighborhood rather than worldwide 
information. Relative thickness of an item against its neighbors 
as the marker of the level of the article being anomaly which is 
allotted to nearby exception factor. 

Index Terms—Data Set, Outlier Detection, Data Mining 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Information Mining is broadly examined field of research 

region, where the majority of the work is featured over 

learning. Extraction of fascinating helpful examples or 

information from gigantic measure of information where by 

and large work is featured over learning. Nonetheless, there 

are a great deal of issues exists in gigantic database, for 

example, information excess, missing information and 

invalid information and so on. In dispersion based 

techniques, the perceptions that veer off from standard 

circulation as outliers. The separation based algorithms are 

broadly utilized for its rearrangements. Separation based 

calculations can distinguish worldwide exceptions and 

neglect to recognize nearby outliers.  
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Many thickness based calculations are proposed, for 

example, LOF and INS. Cluster based calculations are 

utilized to identify Outlier clusters. Data mining action with 

various applications including charge card misrepresentation 

identification, disclosure of lawbreaker exercises in 

electronic business, video observation, climate forecast and 

pharmaceutical research. Outlier location is the hugest part 

in the information mining. At the point when the 

informational indexes are tremendous, it will be precarious 

to achieve the worldwide anomaly mining. The undertaking 

of exception identification is to recognize the information 

objects from bunches of all objects. Outlier mining generally 

utilized in the field of charge card fraud, network power 

investigation and interruption location etc. Most of the 

techniques gives more thoughtfulness regarding distinguish 

information objects from worldwide view which is in fitting 

for multidimensional information sets. According to 

technology, outlier discovery will be troublesome by 

utilizing customary solutions. In this, we are utilizing two 

calculations, for example, ODA and LOF. ODA used to 

locate the mean or exceptions from multi-dimensional 

informational indexes. LOF used to discover the likelihood 

of that anomalies utilizing thickness based calculations In 

this framework we are centers around thickness based 

bunching calculations utilizing miniaturized scale groups. 

The procedure is segmented into two stages, on the web and 

disconnected, smaller scale bunches are made in online 

stage and last groups are delivered in disconnected phase. A 

Micro-bunch is a lot of individual information point that are 

near each other. A miniaturized scale group mc (cwt.) is an 

outlined portrayal of a gathering of information x1, x2, x3, 

xn which are so near one another that they are probably 

going to have a place with same cluster. Each small scale 

bunch is spoken to by a tuple(c,w,t).Outlier identification is 

an essential errand in information mining. Neighborhood 

anomalies contrasting with their nearby close articles rather 

than worldwide information dispersion. The level of the 

item being exception which is allotted to nearby anomaly 

factor (LOF). 

A. Motivation: 

• There is a deficiency of local outlier mining methods for 

multidimensional amount of datasets. 
• Data reduction is hard due to irrelevant objects in multi- 

dimensional datasets. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The researcher has [1] proposed the attribute relevance 

separation based local outlier detection scheme 

calledLOMA. 
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It is used to mining local outliers by building spars In this 

research [2] a novel outlier cluster detectionAlgorithm 

(ROCF) without top-n parameter. ROCF can detect the 

outlier cluster that are hard to detect out by other distance 

based or density based outlier detection algorithms.  The 

proposed algorithm can detect the outlier and outlier cluster 

without parameter to specify the number of outliers    or 

percentage of out liersina database. 

In this research the experimenter has [3] analyzed the 

clustering and outlier performance of BIRCH 

withCLARANS and BIRCH with K-Means clustering 

algorithm for detecting outliers. By using DSH clustering 

and partition clustering 

whichareassistivetodetecttheoutliersefficiently. 

The researcher [4] introduce the notion of the local 

outlierfactor LOF, which captures exactly this relative 

degree ofisolation. It demonstrate that out heuristic appears 

to be verypromising in that it can identify meaningful local 

outliers andshows that the approach of finding local outliers 

is efficientfor datasets where the nearest neighbor queries 

are supportedby index structures and still practical for very 

large datasets. 

In this research the experimenter has [7] Presents the 

noveldata stream outlier detection algorithm SODRNN. It is 

carriedout on both artificial and real data sets show that the 

proposedmethod is efficient and effective. It is improve the 

performanceof this algorithm in high-dimensional data 

stream environment.In this research [12] a new algorithm 

named DBCOD thatunifies density-based clustering and 

outlier detection.DBCODneeds just an input parameter 

Validates the algorithm withextensive experimental 

evaluation on different shape, largescale and high-

dimensional databases.  

The researcher [8] generalize local outlier factor of object 

and propose a framework of clustering based outlier detec- 

tion.The theoretical analysis and the experimental results 

show that FCBOD has better performance than clustering 

based outlier detection methods. 

In this research experimenter [9] proposed a hierarchical 

clustering based global outlier detection method. It isolates 

degree of the data sets by the hierarchical clustering tree 

and the distance matrix, and the determine the number of 

outliers to delete. The algorithm is applicable to multi-level 

data and large data sets. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A. Problem Statement 

For a wide variety of multi-dimensional data set, an object 

may not be detected as an outlier from perspective view. 

Discovering outliers in multi-dimensional data set is most 

challenging due to irrelevant objects in the data set. In real 

world problems, multi-dimensional data are very noisy. 

The hardness of this problem motivates to investigate the 

subspace method 

B. System Overview 

The main goal of proposed system is to find local outliers 

from the multi-dimensional data set. Multi-dimensional 

data sets are nothing but wine data sets, heart disease data 

sets, UCI data set etc.ODA algorithm is used to find the 

local outliers from the multi-dimensional data sets as well 

as it is used to find out the mean of that outliers. Outlier 

detection is an important task in data mining. Local 

outliers comparing to their local neighborhoods instead of 

global data distribution. In density based outlier detection 

the density around an outlier mainly different from the 

density around its neighbors. So, relative density of an 

object against its near region as the pointer of the degree of 

the object being outlier which is assigned to Local Outlier 

Factor(LOF). 

 

Fig 1: Architecture of System 

Proposed research focuses on minimal based bunching 

calculations utilizing miniaturized scale groups. The 

procedure is segmented into two stages, on the web and 

disconnected, small scale bunches are made in online stage 

and last groups are produced in disconnected stage. A 

Micro-Cluster is a lot of individual information indicates 

that are close one another and will be treated as a solitary 

unit in further disconnected Macro-grouping. A smaller 

scale bunch mc(c,w,t) is an outlined portrayal of a gathering 

of information x1, x2, x3,......, xn which are so near one 

another that they are probably going to have a place with 

same group. Each small scale group is spoken to by a 

tuple(c,w,t).ODA calculation is utilized to discover mean of 

that neighborhood exceptions. The separation N between 

information point x and centroid of each small scale bunch 

mci [c] is determined by utilizing Euclidean distance. Then 

determined separation N is contrast and range and choice is 

made about information point x, that new smaller scale 

group is made with information point x as centroid or 

update existing miniaturized scale groupexercises in 

electronic trade, video reconnaissance, climate forecast and 

pharmaceutical research. Outlier location is the most 

noteworthy part in the information mining. At the point 

when the informational collections are immense, it will be 

precarious to achieve the worldwide anomaly mining. The 

undertaking of exception recognition is to distinguish the 

information objects from bunches of all objects. Outlier 

mining typically utilized in the field of MasterCard 

fraud,netwok strength examination and interruption location 

etc Most of the strategies gives more regard for recognize 

information objects from worldwide view which is in 

suitable for multidimensional information sets. According to 

technology, outlier identification will be troublesome by 

utilizing conventional solutions. In this, we are utilizing two 

calculations, for example, ODA and LOF.  
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ODA used to locate the mean or exceptions from multi-

dimensional informational collections. LOF used to 

discover the likelihood of that exceptions utilizing thickness 

based calculations In this framework we are centers around 

thickness based grouping calculations utilizing small scale 

bunches. The procedure is segmented into two stages, on the 

web and disconnected, small scale bunches are made in 

online stage and last groups are created in disconnected 

phase. A Micro-group is a lot of individual information 

point that are near each other. A smaller scale bunch 

mc(c,w,t) is a condensed portrayal of a gathering of 

information x1, x2, x3,......, xn which are so near one 

another that they are probably going to have a place with 

same cluster. Each miniaturized scale bunch is spoken to by 

a tuple(c,w,t).Outlier recognition is an essential errand in 

information mining. Nearby exceptions contrasting with 

their neighborhood close articles rather than worldwide 

information dispersion. The level of the article being 

exception which is allotted to neighborhood anomaly factor 

(LOF). 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Data Flow 

In this section, the solving approaches and efficiency issue 

are described. It describes the block diagram of system and 

steps of process. Following diagram shows the component 

of proposed framework.As shown figure there  are  various  

components  involves in proposed framework. Proposed 

work focuses on density 

basedclusteringalgorithmsusingmicroclusters. Theprocess 

 

Fig 2: Workflow of System 

is sectioned into two phases, online and offline, micro 

clusters are establish in online phase and final clusters are 

generated  inofflinephase. 

•Creation of Micro groups:  

A Micro-Cluster is a lot of individual information indicates 

that are close one another and will be treated as a solitary 

unit in further disconnected Macro-bunching. A smaller 

scale bunch mc(c,w,t) is a condensed portrayal of a 

gathering of information x1, x2, x3,......, xn which are so 

near one another that they are probably going to have a 

place with same cluster. Each miniaturized scale group is 

spoken to by a tuple(c,w,t).  

•New Micro group Creation: 

 New information point x is added to existing miniaturized 

scale bunch or another small scale group is produced .For 

this information point x decide every single smaller scale 

bunch for which x can be included their range r.The 

separation N between information point x and centroid of 

each miniaturized scale bunch mci [c] is determined by 

utilizing Euclidean separation .Then determined separation 

N is contrast and span and choice is made about information 

point x, that new miniaturized scale group is made with 

information point x as centroid or update existing small 

scale group.  

•Updating Micro bunches:  

Subsequent to figuring separation in the event that — N—¡ r 

then that information point x is incorporated to existing 

microcluster.Here weight of smaller scale group is likewise 

modified. Weight of miniaturized scale bunch is only the 

whole number of information focuses exists in that smaller 

scale cluster. After including new information point x, focal 

point of small scale bunch additionally be updated. Update 

weight of each Micro cluster. Weight and focal point of 

miniaturized scale group are refreshed by utilizing condition 

mci [w] mci [w]2 ((tmci [t]) +1 where mci [w] is weight and 

mci [t] is refreshed time of smaller scale group I 

Outlier Detection:  

Anomaly location is an earth shattering quality assignment 

in information mining. Nearby exceptions resemblance to 

there neighborhood close district rather of worldwide 

information distribution. In thickness based anomaly 

identification the thickness around an exception 

significantly not quite the same as the thickness around its 

neighbors.so relative smaller of a locale against its close 

item as the marker of the level of the article being exception 

which is appointed to Local Outlier Factor(LOF). 

B. Algorithm 

LOF (Local outlier factor) of an object o is the mean of    the 

ratio of local reachability of o and those of os k-nearest 

neighbors. The lower the local reachability density of o, and 

the high the local reachability density of the kNN of o, the 

higherLOF 

Step 1: Calculate all the distances between each two data 

points. 

Step 2: Calculate all the distances between each two data 

points. 

Step 3: Calculate all the Nk(o). Step 4: Calculate all the 

lrdk(o).  

Step 5: Calculate all the LOFk(o). Step 6: Sort all the 

LOFk(o). 

LOF (Local outlier factor) of an object o is the mean of the 

ratio of local understandability of o and those of osknn. The 

lower the local reachability density of o, and the higher the 

local reachability density of the kNN of o, the higher LOF. 

This captures a local outlier whose local density is relatively 

low comparing to the local densities of its Knn. 

V. PROBLEMFORMULATION 

A. MathematicalModel 

Let S be the proposed system which is defined as S= I, M 

C, W, Sh, F, O 

Where, I = i1, i2, .....inwhich is set of all points. 

MC =  mc1, mc2, .....mckwhich is set of micro clusters.  Mc 

=(c,w,t) 

C is the center of Micro Cluster. 

W is the set of weight of Micro Cluster. 

T is the last time of Micro Cluster Updated. 
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Sh = Sh1,Sh2,.....Shl is set of shared density graph 

betweentwomicroclusteriAndj. 

O =   O1, O2, .....O10    is the set of Output generated.  F = 

F1, F2, .....F8 is the set offunctions. 

F1 = It is the function for creating micro cluster initially MC 

= 

f1(i1) O1 

F2 = It is the function for creating new micro cluster. 

f2(i1) O2 

f3(i1) = It is the function for Updating existing Micro-

Cluster. 

f3(O2) O3= Update Center of Micro-Clusterf3(O2) O4 = 

Update Weight of Micro-Clusterf3(O2) O5 = UpdateTime 

F4 = It is the Gaussian Neighborhood function which 

calculatedistancebetweentwomicro-clusteriandj. 

f4(O2) O6 

F5 = It is the function for determining shared density of  

graph. 

f5(O2) O7 

F6 = It is the function for preventing collapse of micro 

clusters by calculating distance between two micro cluster. 

f6(O7) O8 

F7 = It is the function to Calculate weak micro-cluster. 

f7(O8) O9 

F8 = It is the function used for reclustering and generate 

final macro cluster. 

f8(O9) → O10 

B. SystemImplementation 

Proposed system will use Windows / Ubuntu platform. 

Hardware and Software requirement for proposed 

framework is as follows: 

Processor : Pentium- IV Ram : 2 GB 

Hard disk : 180 GB 

Language for GUI Development : JAVA, Python IDE used : 

Eclipse 

C. DeploymentDiagram 

A deployment diagram in the Unified Modeling Language 

models the physical organization of curios on nodes.To 

depict a site, for instance, an arrangement outline would 

exhibit what equipment segments (hubs) exist what 

programming segments keeprunning on every hub and 

how the different pieces are associated (for example 

JDBC, REST, RMI). 

The nodes visual as boxes, and the antiquities allocate to 

every hub show up as square shapes inside the crates. Hubs 

may have sub nodes, which show up as settled boxes. A 

solitary hub in an organization graph may recognition speak 

to multi fold physical hubs, for example, a group of database 

servers. There are two sorts of Nodes: I. Gadget Node. ii. 

Execution Environment Node Device hubs are with 

handling memory and administrations to run programming, 

for example, ordinary PCs or cell phones. An EEN is a 

product processing asset that keeps running inside an 

external hub and which itself gives an administration to have 

and execute other executable programming components. 

 
Fig. 3. Deployment Diagram 

A. Data FlowDiagram 

A data flow diagram (DFD) is a graphical appearance a data 

framework, displaying its procedure angles in stream. 

Frequently they are a starter step used to generate an outline 

of the framework which can later be expounded. DFDs can 

likewise be utilized for the handling of information 

preparing (organized structure). A DFD demonstrates which 

is info and yield of specific framework, where the 

information will go back and forth, and where the 

information will be put away. It doesn't demonstrate data 

about the planning of procedures, or data about whether 

procedures will work in grouping or in parallel  

DFD 0 : An information stream outline is graphical 

portrayal of stream of information through a data framework 

where demonstrating its procedure viewpoints. Regularly 

they are a preliminary step used to make outline of the 

framework. DFDs can likewise client for the perception of 

information handling. It indicates what sort of data will be 

contribution to and yield from framework. 

 
Fig. 4. Data Flow Diagram level 0 

• DFD 1 :DFD level 1 diagram is the extra data about 

the Significant elements of the framework. The Level 1 

DFD 

Shows how the framework into a subsystems or Procedures 

way, that every arrangement with at least one 

of the information owes to or from an outer operator, and 

Which together give the framework in general. 

 
Fig. 5. Data Flow Diagram level 1 
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DFD 2 : This is the second level of the DFD. In this level 

the input to the system is given and the input is in the form 

of metadata. This input is given to the process which then 

uses the aggregation techniques to aggregate data and 

expressed in summary form. Then the output is given in the 

form of the user behavior data analysis 

 

Fig. 6. Data Flow Diagram level 2 

 

 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 
The analysis is done on initial 10000 information 

purposes of KDD CUP-99 dataset and results are 

determined and com-pare with resultsCreated by other 

algorithms (D Stream and CluStream) by taking same 

Information focuses on MOA apparatus. Same system is 

completed forSensor dataset with 100000 information 

focuses and results are Produced. Structure table it 

demonstrates that immaculateness of bunchGotten by 

proposed calculation is most astounding among others  

Strategy, which result in better exception location. 

 
Above figure shows performance comparison between 

ODA and LOF algorithm. ODA algorithm used to find 

the mean or outliers from multi-dimensional datasets. 

LOF algorithm used 

to find the probability of that outliers using density based 

algorithms. Local outliers comparing to their local 

neighbor- hood instead of global data. Local outliers 

comparing to their local near objects instead of global data 

diffusion. According to above figure, ODA algorithm takes 

63 Ms runtime from wine multidimanesional dataset with 

32.96 outlier accuracy and LOF algorithm takes 485 Ms 

runtime from same dataset with 76.46 local outlier 

accuracy. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this Study, the proposed calculation can identify anomaly 

group from the multi-dimensional informational collections. 

The proposed ODA calculation can precisely distinguish 

exceptions and anomaly bunches from the Multi-

dimensional datasets without top-n parameter, and LOF 

calculation can make sense of the estimation of the anomaly 

pace of the multi-dimensional datasets. The calculation 

mean to apply to tackle certifiable issues 
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